The Penultimate Episode of Murder Mystery Machine
‘The Hammer and The Chain’ is released on Apple Arcade
Blazing Griffin launches episode 7 of the 8-chapter puzzle-solving
detective series
• Players are taken back in time to delve into the case that landed Nate in the DCA’s
basement office.
• Users play as Nate Huston, when he was a fresh-faced detective, to investigate the
death of a high-flying investment banker.
• Watch: Episode 7 trailer
Monday 28th September 2020 - Blazing Griffin, Glasgow based digital entertainment company, releases ‘The Hammer and The Chain’, the latest episode of Murder Mystery Machine; the 8-part detective game on Apple Arcade.
‘The Hammer and The Chain’ unlocks Nate as a playable detective to explore the case
which saw his downfall in the DCA. Team up with Nate’s original partner, Lou ‘Lucky’
LaPaglia, to solve the murder of a successful investment banker. The pair soon discover
that when crime involves the rich and powerful, justice is rarely a straight line.
As the game heads to the finale, players witness the nature of crime and power in the city
– and discover who has been pulling the strings.
The new episode includes:
• A new playable detective with a new detective partner
• Brand-new environments, including the investment bank and the repair shop
• Five new deduction mind-maps to solve
Murder Mystery Machine is only available on Apple Arcade via iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple TV. Murder Mystery Machine gives the player the advantage of playing 8 episodes for
the cost of US$4.99 / £4.99 per month. For more detail visit: Murder Mystery Machine and
Apple Arcade.
Blazing Griffin Gamesis a BAFTA award-winning independent games developer based
in Glasgow, Scotland. Murder Mystery Machine is their newest game, the first episode
was launched on Apple Arcade in September 2019. Other games developed and published by Blazing Griffin include Murderous Pursuits, The Ship: Murder Party and Distant
Star: Revenant Fleet.

Notes to editor: Blazing Griffin is a BAFTA-winning Glasgow-based digital entertainment
company which specialises in telling stories across a wide range of platforms and mediums with a specific focus on video game development, film and TV development and production and post production services.
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